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The oval defect has been an ubiquitous problem in GaAs 
epitaxial layers grown by MBE. Their reported density var
ies from about 100 cm - 2 (best case) to about 10 000 cm - 2. A 
recent report by Calawa, et al., I shows that oval defect for
mation is associated with Ga droplets which appear on the 
epilayer surface during growth. In this paper we report for 
the first time the deposition of epitaxial layers of GaAs by 
MBE which are entirely free of oval defects. 

The oval-defect-free layers were grown on a 1.6 cm2 (100) 
semi-insulating GaAs substrate at 550 ·C, at growth rates of 
0.4-1.0 Jllh. The critical factor in obtaining oval-defect-free 
layers was the presence of a Mg flux corresponding to a mag
nesium content of about 1019 cm -3. A careful metallurgical 
inspection of these layers using Nomarski phase constrast 
microscopy at magnifications up to 1600X revealed no oval 
defects. The hole concentrations ofthese layers were approx
imately 1018 cm-3. Layers grown without high-level Mg 
doping under otherwise identical conditions had oval defect 
densities in the 300 cm - 2 range. 

Gallium spitting from the gallium effusion cell has long 
been suspected as the primary means of droplet generation. 
Magnesium doping should not eliminate this source, there
fore we conclude that gallium spitting is not the source of 
gallium droplets on the substrate surface. 

The remaining plausible mechanism for the formation of 
gallium droplets on the substrate surface is the nucleation of 
droplets from adsorbed gallium. When the growth surface is 
allowed to accumulate large quantities of gallium, many dro
plets form and huge oval defect concentrations result. A 
GaAs layer grown fo]]owing exposure to about 100 mono
layers of gallium had an oval defect concentration of about 
107 cm -2. The growth of oval-defect-free layers indicates 
that this nucleation is not spontaneous under arsenic-stable 
conditions. Rather, sites of surface imperfections or conta
mination must act as nucleating centers for gallium. How
ever, some growth irregularities indicative of surface conta
mination are commonly observed and are not oval defects. 
Thus, only certain defects or contaminants cause the oval 
defect. Gallium commonly requires its oxide species to wet 
otherwise inert surfaces, and will not wet in vacuum certain 
surfaces it readily wets in the presence of atmospheric oxy
gen and water vapor. One might expect that a precipitate at 
least partly composed of gallium oxides would serve as an 
ideal site to nucleate a gallium droplet. 

Mg is ap-type dopant in MBE GaAs that is known to have 
a lower electrical activity than is expected from the incident 
flux. 1Jte model most consistent with available data indi
cates that the reduced activity is due to the incorporation of 
an electrically inactive species ofMg: that species is believed 

to be MgO. This indicates the existence of oxygen-contain
ing species that readily form MgO in the presence of Mg. 

Ga20 (gallium suboxide) is an oxide species observable in 
the gallium cell's effusate.2 Intentionally increasing the 
Ga20 flux from the Ga effusion cell has been shown3 to mar
kedly increase oval defect densities. Ga20 3 is formed by the 
disproportionation of the suboxide. It is believed that this 
forms oxide precipitates that nucleate gallium droplet for
mation, thus forming the precursor of the oval defect. More
over, the disproportionation reaction yields unbonded Ga 
atoms that may trigger the Ga droplet nucleation. In the 
presence of large fluxes of magnesium, the gallium oxides 
are reduced on the sample surface, forming MgO. MgO is 
not wet by Ga in vacuum, thus it is unlikely that macroscop
ic gallium droplets will be nucleated by MgO. 

We performed experiments to enhance the formation of 
Ga20 3 precipitates in an attempt to induce Ga droplet for
mation and thereby increase the oval defect density. We used 
an independent source ofG~O, consisting of an effusion cell 
charged with both Ga and Ga20 3. This allowed stable con
trol of the Ga20 flux independent of the gallium source used 
for growth. A Ga20 pressure of about 5 X 10-9 Torr at the 
substrate resulted in an oval defect density of lOS _106 cm - 2. 
Optical properties were affected as well. The near-band-edge 
photoluminescence intensity at 2 K was reduced approxi
mately tenfold compared to control specimens grown with 
the Ga20 source shuttered. These control layers exhibited 
oval defect densities of 200-500 cm-2. 

In conclusion, the role of gallium droplets in the forma
tion of oval defects is supported. The elimination of oval 
defects through the use of magnesium doping indicates that 
these Ga droplets do not originate externally to the surface, 
i.e., at the gallium effusion cell. Rather, it is believed that 
nucleating centers on the sample surface support Ga droplet 
formation. It is found that a sufficient quantity of magne
sium disrupts this mechanism. 

The reactivity of magnesium and its observed doping be
havior indicates that at least some magnesium is incorporat
ed as MgO (at the 1019 cm-3 level, about 9O%!). This, in 
tum, suggests that in the absence of sufficient quantities of 
Mg, G~03 is incorporated as precipitates. Ga203 precipi
tates can nucleate Ga droplet formation: Enhancing oxide 
incorporation with an additional Ga20 source drastically 
increases the oval defect concentration. Gallium oxide spe
cies are eliminated via reactions with Mg fluxes. For proper
ly prepared surfaces free from other nucleating centers, this 
results in oval-defect-free epilayers. 

Our results and interpretation are consistent with the ac
cepted origins of the oval defect I and the observed doping 
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behavior ofMg.4 They suggest that the suppression of resid
ual oxide sources during MBE growth should allow the 
growth of higher quality crystals free of oval defects even 
without the use of Mg doping, consistent with earlier predic
tions of effects of volatile oxide impurities on defect forma
tion during MBE growth.2 
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